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JEKKO JVM800-R

Product overview
This accessory is a stand-alone manipulator, which means that it does not require any connection to the LMI, electric and 
hydraulic system of the crane for its operation. It complies with EN13155 standard.
Thanks to its full electric functions, performed by electric actuators powered by a battery, it has no hydraulic circuit, 
simplifying its operation and maintenance. 
This accessory is operated by the operator through a dedicated independent radio control.
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Characteristics and components
Below is an overview of the components that make up the JVM800-R accessory:

SUCTION PADS

MODULAR FRAME

COUPLING SLEEVE
ROTATION FUNCTION

SWING FUNCTION

TILT FUNCTION

STATUS LED

VACUUM MODULE

ANALOGIC VACUUM METER

BATTERY
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Movements range
The wide range of movements available makes it possible to install panels and glass panes in the most difficult-to-reach 
positions and in conditions where it would be impossible for traditional suction cup lifts to do so, allowing for example 
diagonal passage and vertical and inclined installation of the panels.

ROTATION TILT SWING
Continuous rotation 360° Tilting angle which allows operation 

from the plane parallel to the 
ground of +91° to a vertical negative 

angle of -45°

Swing function that allows panels to 
be installed even if not 

perpendicular to the crane boom, as 
well as diagonal passage to allow 

installation.
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Frame modularity
Depending on the size and weight of the panel, suction cups can be added or removed from the modular frame, changing the 
contact/working area and lifting capacity accordingly.
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Remote control
As this attachment is completely independent of the crane, in addition to having its own battery it is equipped with a 
dedicated radio remote control, which allows extremely precise operation of the functions.

ROTATION FUNCTION

PROPORTIONAL SPEED SETTING

EMERGENCY BUTTON

SWING FUNCTION

TILT FUNCTION

VACUUM PUMP

START BUTTON

BATTERY CHARGER CONNECTION
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Resting support

ADDITIONAL SUCTION PADS

SPARE BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGER

TOOL BOX

To facilitate transport of the attachment and its components, the JVM800-R comes with a dedicated resting support.
This guarantees also an easy installation on the crane.
In addition, the spare battery is recharged here, using a 110-230V charger.
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Case history
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Case history
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